
Product overview

A premium quality spray grease designed for use in areas where long-term lubrication and corrosion 

protection is required. It is particularly suitable for use on vertical surfaces, where its viscous nature 

prevents running and displacement.  The back-bone of the formula is WD-40® itself, ensuring an 

excellent performance profile. 

Features and BeneFits

 Non-drip formula - stays where it’s applied, doesn’t run

 Very long lasting and economical, contains WD-40® MUP

 Precise application thanks to Smart Straw

 Excellent lubrication and water-displacement properties

 Excellent corrosion protection

 Excellent adhesion and sealing properties

 High degree of water resistance

 Excellent load carry capacity and good oxidation resistance

 Wide temperature range of -20°C to +115°C as grease, then to +260°C as liquid

tyPical aPPlications
Virtually limitless application areas throughout the home, trade and industry. Any metallic surfaces requiring lubrication and corrosion protection. This 
product will also protect against seizure caused by corrosion and chemical attack.

directions For use
Spray sparingly onto the component, ensuring an even coating.

technical data
 ProPerTy  LoNG LASTING SPrAy GreASe

Appearance  An amber aerosol grease, with the characteristic WD-40® aroma

4-ball Wear Test  0.5mm (ASTM D-4172)

Dropping Point Temperature  118°C (ASTM D566)

Corrosion Protection in salt spray test 0% rust at 72h (ASTM B-117)

Flammability  extremely flammable

Temperature (Continuous)  -20°C to +115°C as grease, then to +260°C as liquid 

Packaging sPeciFications
 ProDuCT NuMBer uNIT SIze CASe SIze 
44217 400ml 400ml x 12

this information is provided in good faith based upon data and sources believed to be reliable and correct.  
conditions of use, outside the control of the company, dictate that no responsibility can be assumed for  
the ultimate performance of this product.
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